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Abstract—This paper presents a Hierarchical Scheduling Framework (HSF) recorder for Linux-based operating systems. The HSF recorder is a loadable kernel module that is capable of recording tasks and servers without requiring any kernel modifications. Hence, it complies with the reliability and stability requirements in the area of embedded systems where proven versions of Linux are preferred. The recorder is built upon the loadable real-time scheduler framework RESCH (REal-time SCHEDuler). We evaluate our recorder by comparing the overhead of this solution against another (patched) recorder. Also, the tracing accuracy of the HSF recorder is tested by running a media-processing task together with periodic real-time Linux tasks in combination with servers. The tests are recorded with the HSF recorder, and the Ftrace recorder, in order to show the correctness of the experiments and the HSF recorder itself.

Index Terms—real-time systems, hierarchical scheduling, replay debugging, execution visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

Introduction The research that we conduct is primarily focused on the development of hierarchical scheduling [1], [2], [3]. Our previous and ongoing work within hierarchical scheduling includes practical (implementation) aspects of this kind of scheduling [4], [5], the applicability/usage [6], [7] of it, as well as applying formal methods [8] on it. In server-based scheduling (the predecessor of hierarchical scheduling), tasks (a sequence of instructions) are only allowed to execute whenever their server (the virtual task which they belong to) runs. The server itself executes according to some scheduling scheme (global scheduling) which is independent of the tasks. The advantage is that it can improve the response time (the time length between task activation and completion) of event triggered tasks, and still keep the scheduling deterministic since the server scheduling parameters are known and included in the schedulability analysis. Further, introducing a scheduler within each server (local scheduling) makes it more general since it supports time triggered tasks as well. This can be generalized even further by representing a task as a set of tasks together with a scheduler. When we have separate scheduling inside a server, i.e. both global and local scheduling, then we refer to hierarchical scheduling or a Hierarchical Scheduling Framework (HSF), this is illustrated in Figure 1.

Hierarchical scheduling has several advantages, besides improving response time of event triggered tasks. It enables parallel development of system parts (subsystems), simplifies integration of subsystems (analysis), supports runtime temporal partitioning and safe execution of tasks etc. However, except for ARINC653 [9], [10] compliant operating systems that are commonly found in avionics applications, hierarchical scheduling is rarely an integrated part of an operating system (OS). Indeed, there is a need to develop/implement new scheduling algorithms, such as hierarchical scheduling, in the area of embedded and/or real-time systems [6]. A motivation of this can be found in our scheduling example in the evaluation (Section IV), where we let a media-processing task (which does a movie playback) execute within a server (server-based scheduling). The server executes with a certain frequency, giving (guaranteeing) the media task an even amount of CPU power which improves the playback quality of the movie, even though it executes among other time triggered tasks. The media task has an unknown execution pattern, i.e., the releases are undefined. Still, we get predictability (since we can analyze the behavior) from both the media tasks point of view, and the time triggered tasks. Also, we avoid (temporal) interference at runtime, meaning that we get a safe execution environment for the tasks because temporal errors do not propagate between the media task and the time triggered tasks.

From a practical point of view, it is an advantage if hierarchical scheduling can be implemented easily/efficiently and without modifying the kernel. The latter makes it easier

Fig. 1. Hierarchical Scheduling Framework
for both developers and users since there is no need to maintain/apply kernel modifications every time the kernel is replaced or updated. Moreover, keeping the scheduler isolated in a kernel module, without modifying the kernel, simplifies debugging and potential certification of its correctness (component-based development advantages). We see that the RESCH scheduling framework [11] is useful because it has the advantages mentioned, since it does not need any kernel modifications. Also, it makes scheduler development easier because it simplifies the scheduling interface to the user and it supports the development of schedulers (plugins) which run as independent kernel modules. However, while the development of schedulers are simplified with this framework, it lacks support for debugging the schedulers. That is why we have developed a HSF recorder, which can easily be plugged in to a server-based/hierarchical scheduler, developed in RESCH. The recorder does not require kernel modifications and it is of course also suitable for analyzing the runtime behavior of tasks/servers since the recorded trace can be visualized graphically with the Tracealyzer [12] or Grasp [13] visualization tools. In turn, these tools can present valuable trace data such as execution- and response-time.

The HSF recorder is able to record the following scheduling events during run-time:

1) The time instance when a task/server is released (even though it might not start to execute).
2) The time instance when a task/server starts to execute.
3) When there is a task/server context switch, the recorder distinguishes between preemption and non-preemption.
4) The time instance when a task/server finishes its execution.

**Contribution** The main contributions of this paper are:

1) We have implemented a task/server recorder with the use of RESCH, i.e., it does not require any kernel modifications. The recorder enables debugging at task and server level, in Linux based real-time/general-purpose OSs.
2) We have evaluated our HSF recorder by implementing yet another recorder (Section II-C), using the technique presented in [14], and compared the overhead of this recorder, with the HSF recorder.
3) We have tested our recorder by running a media-processing task together with time triggered tasks and servers. The example shows how the playback quality gets improved by putting the media-processing task in a server. The HSF recorder is used in this example to debug and display the runtime behavior.

**Outline** The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II presents preliminary background, in Section III we describe the HSF-recorder implementation. Section IV evaluates the overhead and tracing accuracy of the HSF recorder. Section V presents related work, and finally, Section VI concludes.

## II. PRELIMINARIES

### A. System model

We assume fixed-priority, preemptive, scheduling of periodic tasks, according to the periodic task model [15]. A task $i$ is presumed to have the following parameters, $\langle T_i, WCET_i, D_i, pr_i \rangle$, where the period $T_i$ represents the frequency in which the task is released for execution, $WCET_i$ is the worst case execution time of the task, the relative deadline $D_i$ (within the period) is when the task must complete its execution (RESCH monitors this) and $pr_i$ is the task priority (lower value represents higher priority). Also, all tasks are assumed to execute independently of each other and on the same core, i.e., single core.

The servers are also assumed to have fixed priority and they are scheduled preemptively and periodic. A server $j$ has similar parameters as tasks, i.e., $\langle P_j, Q_j, pr_j \rangle$, where $P_j$ is the server period, $Q_j$ is defined as a budget (which is the time given at each period $P_j$ to the tasks within the server) and $pr_j$ is the server priority (lower value represents higher priority).

### B. RESCH

We have been developing a loadable real-time scheduler framework, RESCH [11], designed to work with the POSIX-compliant SCHED_FIFO scheduling policy implementation. RESCH has previously been used as the basis for another scheduler called AIRS [16] - a multi-core CPU scheduler for interactive real-time applications. As mentioned previously, RESCH is a modification-free scheduling framework for Linux. It supports periodic tasks which can be scheduled in a fixed-priority preemptive manner. RESCH is simply composed of external kernel modules and user-space libraries for easy installation. It gives both an interface to the users in user space (e.g., a task specific interface like rt_wait_for_period()) as well as in the kernel space. The kernel space API (Application Programming Interface) has the interface shown below:

1) `task_run_plugin()`  
2) `task_exit_plugin()`  
3) `job_release_plugin()`  
4) `job_complete_plugin()`

These functions can be implemented by a RESCH plugin (Figure 3), i.e., a kernel module that has access to the RESCH kernel API. These functions are called in the RESCH core at certain events which are illustrated in Figure 2. Functions 1) and 2) are executed every time a task registers/unregisters to RESCH. With register we mean that the task does a RESCH API call, transforming it to a RESCH task, which creates a RESCH TCB (Task Control Block) and puts it in the RESCH ready-queue etc. A RESCH TCB has, among other real-time specific data, a reference to its corresponding Linux task TCB (task_struct). Once the task is registered in RESCH, it will be scheduled periodically (and preemptively) according to its real-time priority. The primitives 3) and 4) are called whenever a RESCH task is released for execution or when it has finished its execution. The plugins get these scheduling notifications and can thereby affect scheduling, trace tasks etc. The plugin notifications are shown in Figure 2. When a task notifies RESCH that it has finished its execution in its current period, the RESCH core will inform any plugin about this event and set a timer for the release of the tasks next period.
As a last step, it will call the Linux kernel to re-schedule another task. The next running task might be a RESCH task or any other Linux process.

When the kernel responds to the corresponding timeout (task release), a handler in the RESCH core will get notified about this event. The handler will notify any plugin about the task release and then call the kernel to wake up the task.

In Linux, since kernel version 2.6.23 (October of 2007), tasks can be either a fair or a real-time task. The latter group has higher priority (0-99 where 0 is highest) than fair tasks (100-140). A task that registers to RESCH is automatically transformed to a real-time task. RESCH is responsible for releasing tasks, and tasks registered to RESCH must notify when they have finished their execution in the current period. In this way, RESCH can control the scheduling. RESCH uses an absolute-time clock, i.e., it does not wrap around. Also, release times are stored as absolute values, so release patterns are exact.

The cost of having a modification-free solution is that RESCH can only see scheduling events related to its registered tasks. Real-time tasks with higher priority than RESCH tasks (i.e. tasks that are not registered in RESCH) can thereby interfere with RESCH tasks without the RESCH core being able to detect it. A simple solution to this problem is to schedule all real-time tasks with the RESCH framework.

C. Task-switch hook patch

Our previous work [14] includes an implementation of a task_switch_hook function (Figure 4), residing in a kernel module, which is called by the Linux scheduler at every scheduler tick. In this way, it is possible to record task scheduling events. This solution requires modification of two code lines in two separate kernel source files (sched_rt.c and sched_fair.c). The modification of file sched_rt.c is illustrated in Figure 4 (a similar change is done in sched_fair.c). Linux has (since kernel version 2.6.23) two scheduling classes, namely the fair and the real-time scheduling classes. When a new task should be released, the Linux scheduler iterates through its scheduling classes (first the real-time class, secondly the fair class) in order to find the next task to release.

The modification (Figure 4) makes it possible to re-direct a scheduling class’ function pointer pick_next_task to point to a user defined function (i.e., our function task_switch_hook), instead of the original function pick_next_task_rt. Our function will instead point to pick_next_task_rt, in this way, we do not alter the kernel functionality other than executing our function task_switch_hook (which contains user defined code) just before pick_next_task_rt starts to execute. Our function (hook) can be inserted and removed during runtime. A task recorder can easily be implemented (as a kernel module) and use the task_switch_hook function to register task context switches, however, the kernel must be modified.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the HSF recorder is based on the scheduler plugin HSF which in turn is based on the scheduling framework RESCH. Figure 5 shows that the HSF scheduler uses primitives exported by RESCH and exports these, as well as server specific primitives, to the recorder. These primitives are used to register server and task context switches. Note that the flexible structure allows for new scheduler plugins to reuse the recorder as long as they export the same primitives.
For the recording to work correctly, it is assumed that no higher priority real-time Linux tasks, which are not registered by RESCH, are executed.

The current implementation does not support load balancing (a function in Linux that migrates tasks to other CPUs based on load). This is because the RESCH scheduler cannot detect task migrations made by the Linux scheduler.

Each recorded event has 2 records:
- ID of the next task/server to execute.
- Timestamp of the event.

The ID of the next task/server is used to calculate the previous task/server. The 4 hook functions (Figure 5) are used by the recorder to save scheduling records in memory (this is a circular implementation). The recorder flushes the recorded data to disk when it gets unloaded by the user. The recording format can easily be converted to match any visualization tool. We have successfully converted the format to fit with the Tracealyzer [12] and the Grasp [13] visualization tools. We use Grasp in the evaluation (Section IV) in order to visualize the trace of the HSF recorder since it also supports hierarchical scheduling in addition to regular (flat) scheduling.

Figure 6 illustrates how the HSF recorder gets triggered. As can be seen, the HSF scheduler gets triggered by its own timers as well as by the RESCH core. The HSF scheduler relays task releases and completions to the HSF recorder when the HSF scheduler itself is triggered by the RESCH core. Whenever the HSF scheduler gets triggered by a timer, it automatically calls its server release/completion plugin, which in turn starts the recorder. The figure also shows that the HSF recorder executes mostly in interrupt context. This makes it less expensive in terms of context-switch overhead.

IV. EVALUATION

We have evaluated our HSF recorder by recording a set of tasks and servers (Table I and II). In our example, task rt_task1 belongs to server Server0, rt_task2 and rt_task3 does not belong to any server while rt_task4 belong to server Server1 and rt_task5 to Server2.

The evaluation shows two aspects: the measured overhead (section IV-A) of the HSF recorder compared to the patched recorder [14], and an example of how the Quality of Service (QoS) of multimedia tasks can be improved with hierarchical scheduling as well as how our HSF recorder can assist in this work (section IV-B). In the multimedia example we used our HSF recorder and the Ftrace [17] recorder.

During our experiments, the two recorders were recording the tasks and servers simultaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-name</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>WCET</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Pri</th>
<th>Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rt_task1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Server0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt_task2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt_task3</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt_task4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Server1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt_task5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Server2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server-name</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Pri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Overhead measurements

In order to estimate the overhead impact, we measured the execution time of the patched and the HSF recorder, running simultaneously and recording the same trace. We also noted the amount of data (in kilo bytes) that the two recorders produced (out of curiosity we also measured Ftrace). We implemented an optimized version of the patched recorder, Patch (Table III) so that it only saved recorded data of the tasks that we were interested in recording. In this way, the comparison to the HSF recorder became fair since it is only triggered at task/server events related to the tasks/servers we are interested in recording (RESCH related task and servers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recorder</th>
<th>Exec. time (µs)</th>
<th>Rec. data (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSF</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>888.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values listed in Table III are the average measured values of 10 runs and the recorders recorded about 4 seconds at each run. We see that the HSF recorder has a ratio of 4.3 µs/KB while Patch has 71.6 µs/KB. The conclusion is that the HSF recorder produces less overhead than the patched recorder, comparing the execution-time/data ratio. The small amount of recorded data compared to Ftrace suggests that our recorder might be a better option if the user is only interested in a subset of tasks. Having a small amount of overhead is attractive for recorders since they can remain active in shipped
products (without wasting too much resources), and thereby eliminating the probe effect.

B. Multimedia example

The purpose of this example is to show how a multimedia task (processing a movie) can benefit from hierarchical scheduling in such a way that the movie playback runs more smoothly. The HSF scheduler has never been evaluated (and debugged) as properly as the example we are about to show, so this is a good case study for the HSF recorder. We run the multimedia task in different setups (with and without hierarchical scheduling), and measure its performance. The hierarchical scheduling gives the multimedia task an even amount of CPU power, and thereby improves the movie playback. Note that all of this is done, including the recording, without modifying the kernel. The HSF recorder plays a key role since knowledge of the scheduling behavior is important in order for the result of this evaluation to be correct. For example, the recorder shows that the tasks and servers get the amount of CPU that we specify (i.e., that tasks run within their servers) and that the tasks/servers run according to the specified frequency and WCET/Q. During our experiments, the recording showed that the HSF cannot keep tasks within their server if they do a lot of blocking (e.g. multimedia tasks). Therefore, we set lowest priority to the multimedia task and add idle tasks with higher priority than the multimedia task. This will keep the multimedia task within its server, thereby guaranteeing the upper limit on its resource supply. This was confirmed by the recording of our HSF recorder. A second recorder (Ftrace) was also used in order to show that the HSF recorder recorded correctly. We used the Grasp tool [13] to visualize our recordings (for both the HSF recorder and Ftrace), since it can display both tasks and servers.

In this example, we have 5 tasks, i.e., rt_task1 to rt_task5 (Table I). Tasks rt_task1 to rt_task4 are dummy tasks, i.e., they just loop (rt_task1 in Figure 7). rt_task5 does a movie playback, its task body is shown in Figure 7.

```
// rt_task1
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    
    for (i = 0; i < NR_OF_JOBS; i++) {
        for (j = 0; j < USEC_UNIT; j++) {
            if (!rt_wait_for_period()) {
                printf("deadline is missed!\n");
            }
        }
    }
    
}

// rt_task5
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    
    libvlc_media_player_play(player);
    
}
```

Fig. 7. Task bodies

rt_task5 used the libVLC\(^1\) for movie playback and the library itself has the nice property that the movie processing can be executed by a task running in real-time mode. We executed rt_task5 in 4 different setups:

\(^1\)libVLC http://wiki.videolan.org/Libvlc
1) rt_task5 with lowest priority and tasks rt_task1 to rt_task4 with priority order as in Table I.

2) rt_task5 with medium priority (in between rt_task2 and rt_task3) and tasks rt_task1 to rt_task4 with priority order as in Table I.

3) rt_task5 with highest priority and tasks rt_task1 to rt_task4 with priority order as in Table I.

4) rt_task5 executed in server Server2, and rt_task1 and rt_task4 in server Server0 and Server1 respectively (rt_task2 and rt_task3 was not included in this setup).

Given these 4 setups, task rt_task5 will get different amount/distribution of CPU power and the processing of movie images (frames) will therefore also be affected. The movie processing is measured in amount of produced frames per second (FPS). The CPU utilization (percentage of CPU time) of task rt_task5 is shown in Table IV as well as the frame rate of which rt_task5 is processing a movie. We measured the FPS by timestamping the beginning and end of the movie playback system call and dividing the amount of frames of the movie with the measured time. The amount of frames is 91 and this value was generated by Mplayer2 (using the benchmark flag). It is important to note that the CPU utilization given in Table IV is the available CPU time, it does not mean that task rt_task5 uses this CPU time. The FPS values may not considered to be 100% accurate, but it shows the approximate efficiency. For example, running rt_task5 with 100% CPU should of course not give worse FPS value than giving it 32% CPU. These values are of course affected by overhead from the Linux kernel etc. We ran the the experiments on an Intel Pentium Dual-Core (E5300 2.6GHz) platform, equipped with a Linux kernel version 2.6.31.9, running with load balancing disabled. The recorded tasks (and servers) ran on the same core, i.e., all tasks were migrated to CPU #0 at initialization phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>CPU utilization (%)</th>
<th>FPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>22.65</td>
<td>22.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>51.25</td>
<td>23.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSF</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
FPS OF TASK rt_task5

The conclusion based on Table IV is that the distribution of CPU power influences the frame frequency a lot and that utilization alone is not sufficient for determining this. For example, giving task rt_task5 51.25% of the CPU produces less FPS than giving it 32%. The 32% CPU is guaranteed (no more no less) and it is distributed evenly as can be seen by the recording of HSF recorder in Figure 8 (visualized with the Grasp tool [13]).

Apparently, (during our experiments) task rt_task5 must have been active when other higher priority tasks were occupying the CPU, thereby temporarily getting less than 51.25% CPU. This is not the case when running the multimedia task in its server, since it is always supplied 32%.

Figure 9 shows the same trace as in Figure 8, but recorded with the Ftrace recorder. As can be seen, the HSF recorder records correctly, also, it shows that task rt_task5 does not consume CPU continuously (i.e., it blocks often).

Figure 10 shows a trace by our HSF recorder when task rt_task5 was running with lowest priority, without HSF. As can be seen, the CPU availability for task rt_task5 is highly dependant on when higher priority tasks execute.

Our example shows that it is difficult to fine tune the CPU supply for a multimedia task, i.e., we can only do it by changing the priority of the task since it is not periodic. However, it is possible to do tuning by setting server period, budget and priority, when using HSF. The main contribution of this example is the trace (Figure 8) made by the HSF recorder which shows the correctness of the CPU distribution, made by HSF, to real-time tasks (with media processing). We have also tested the correctness of the HSF recorder by comparing
its trace results with the Ftrace recorder, i.e., the trace in Figure 8 is identical with the trace in Figure 9, which shows that it records correctly. Also, the trace in Figure 8 shows the amount of unused CPU time (slack time) at both server level and within each server, since the different idle tasks represent this. For example, server Server3 (which has lowest priority) and its task $s3_{idle}$ represent slack time at server level, while $s0_{idle}$ represent unused time in Server0. The conclusion is that the HSF recorder can be a good tool for debugging hierarchical schedulers in RESCH, since it records accurately and with low overhead. Further, this example shows that our (HSF) recorder and scheduler records (and schedules) correctly, even though we do not modify the kernel.

V. RELATED WORK

The idea of our solution is based on the replay debugging approach [18], which records system events online and replays them offline. In later work [19], the replay debugging has been extended to be compiler- and OS-independent. While the replay debugging works with off-the-shelf compilers for application-level debugging, our solution is self-contained software using Grasp [13] for OS-level debugging, and it is primarily focused on real-time scheduler debugging.

The SCHED DEADLINE project [20], which is in charge of the EDF scheduler implementation for Linux, has used the sched_switch tracer provided by the Ftrace toolkit [17] to output the recordings of context switches. The output logs are later converted to the Value Change Dump (VCD) format so that GtkWave can visualize the task execution traces. The trace can of course be converted to other trace formats, such as the Tracealyzer [12] or the Grasp [13] format. Given that Ftrace is supported by the Linux community, it is reasonable to use this toolkit to trace task executions for kernel debugging, but it is dedicated to the Linux kernel, so it is not necessarily suitable for real-time scheduler debugging in general. For instance, sched_switch does not catch job releases, however, context switches are precisely traced, and it can distinguish between task completions and task preemptions. Our solution is more flexible and integrated in that it is available not only for the Linux kernel, but also for other OSs, once the RESCH framework is ported to other platforms.

Our previous work [21] includes a simple task recorder in Linux (based on RESCH) which supports the Tracealyzer [12] and the Grasp [13] format. Further, we have also implemented a task recorder [14] (in Linux) which is able to record all task scheduling events, but it requires modifications to the kernel. DTrace [22], SystemTrap [23], LTT [24], and LTTng [25] are advanced tools for OS debugging. They are oriented for tracing entire kernel events, so it is required that the developers understand how to use them. Meanwhile, our solution is more simplified by focusing on real-time scheduler debugging, and it is very easy to use in practice.

Real-Time Application Interface for Linux (RTAI) [26] is a collection of loadable kernel modules and a kernel patch which together provides a rich real-time API to the user. It gives the possibility to add/delete hooks for every task-start, task-switch and task-delete. These hooks give the possibility to monitor task execution in a detailed level.

Tracealyzer [12] is a visualization and analysis tool for embedded systems. It can visualize task traces as well as task communication. Recorders implemented in the OSs VxWorks, OSE, Rubus and RTXC support the Tracealyzer format.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented the implementation and evaluation of a task/server recorder based on the RESCH (REal-time SCHeduler) framework in Linux. RESCH is a scheduling framework for Linux which support scheduler plugins, i.e., multi-, unicycle, flat-, server-based-scheduling etc. Our recorder implementation is a plugin on top of an already existing hierarchical scheduler plugin called HSF (Hierarchical Scheduling Framework). This framework supports fixed-priority preemptive scheduling of servers as well as tasks. The HSF recorder uses scheduling primitives supported by RESCH itself, and HSF, in order to record scheduling events. The RESCH framework, the HSF scheduler plugin as well as our HSF recorder require no modification of the kernel and this is the main contribution of this approach. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to perform task tracing (within hierarchical scheduling) in Linux, without kernel modifications.

The evaluation of the HSF recorder includes two parts:

- Overhead comparison against an optimized version of our previously implemented task-switch patch [14].

- The correctness of the HSF recorder (as well as the HSF scheduler) is tested with a media processing example. The tracing capability and accuracy of the HSF recorder is compared against the main-line Linux recorder Ftrace [17].

Our HSF recorder produces very low overhead, in terms of CPU consumption, compared to the task-switch patch. The amount of recorded data is also much smaller than Ftrace, suggesting that the HSF recorder could be a better choice if only a subset of Linux tasks is of interest to monitor. The media-processing example shows 5 real-time tasks running with, and without servers, i.e., with the HSF scheduler activated and with only RESCH. In the example, we show that one of the tasks (which is processing a movie) produces higher frame rate with theoretically lower CPU utilization (using the HSF scheduler) than with higher CPU utilization.
(using only RESCH). The reason for this is that HSF gives the media-processing task better CPU resource distribution. In this example, the HSF recorder contributes by showing that the media task uses only its allocated CPU resource, thereby showing that the example is correct. It also shows a weakness with the HSF scheduler in that it has problems with keeping media tasks (and similar tasks which blocks often) within its server. However, non-blocking real-time tasks are shown to be properly contained inside their servers. All traces from the HSF recorder, in this example, are done in parallel with the Ftrace recorder, thereby showing the accuracy (and correctness) of our HSF recorder.

The conclusion is that the HSF recorder could be a good tool for debugging hierarchical schedulers in RESCH. The recorder can, together with a visualization tool, such as Grasp [13], visualize the execution of tasks and servers as well as display worst-case, best-case and average value of both execution- and response-time of tasks. In case that the Linux kernel is configured with Ftrace, then it could be useful to use also, since it complements our recorder well. Our recorder can record server events and task releases, while Ftrace can record the context switches between the RESCH real-time tasks and other Linux tasks.

Future work includes merging Ftrace and the HSF recorder to get more detailed and complete traces. We will also continue with improving the HSF scheduler plugin as well as developing new server-based schedulers (Bandwidth Sharing Server, Constant Bandwidth Server, Sporadic Server etc.) and support for multi-core scheduling (and tracing).
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